
Day 24 : Challenge Greener  

Team: Taquitos Con Guacamole 

Username: team 5 

Email: team5greenchallenge@gmail.com 

School: Tecnológico de Monterrey 

First, watch this video explaining the basics of the Green New Deal. If you live 
outside of the US, research if your country has a similar, major climate action 
plan in the works.  
 
Puebla municipal climate action plan: (PACMUN) 
http://www.pueblacapital.gob.mx/images/transparencia/obl/vi-planes/pacmun.pdf 
 
What are its most important components?  
Main Goal: Boost municipal governments of Mexico to establish public policies to            
find innovative solutions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
Benefits: Possible access to international financing for actions that contribute to           
tackling climate change, promoting sustainable economic development, better public         
health, vulnerability studies and adaptation to the impacts of climate change,           
reduction of infrastructure costs,etc. 
Important points of the legal framework:  

● The law for the Sustainable use of energy promotes a sustainable use of             
energy through the optimal use of it in all its processes.  

● The Political Constitution of the United Mexican States; 4th Article decrees           
that “All person has the right to a healthy environment for their development             
and well-being. The state will guarantee respespect for this right” 

● The planning Law for State Development of Puebla provides in its 2nd article             
that planning should be carried out for the achievement of a development            
economic, social, politic and cultural that benefits the majorities. Also it should            
serve the senior interests of society and should guide to transform it. 

Other important components: Puebla PACMUN Working plan, goals, diagnosis and          
identification of the sources of greenhouse gas emissions, identification of mitigation           
actions, vulnerability risk and possible adaptation measures. 
 
 
 Is there anything you would like to see added or removed? 
The document and plan established is really complete but I would add more             
elements about how people will adapt to this new renewable energy system, as well              
as proposals of new jobs and ways of obtaining income, in order to gradually              
implement these proposals to the community and that this change does not generate             
an economic crisis, on the contrary that it generates a better economic income and              
that it benefits not only the environment but also the economic growth as well as the                
quality of life of people. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GxIDJWCbk6I&t=1s
http://www.pueblacapital.gob.mx/images/transparencia/obl/vi-planes/pacmun.pdf


 What issues do you think should be addressed first? 
I think that the first thing to do is the identification of the main sources of greenhouse                 
gas emissions and from there start a plan of change that does not radically affect the                
economy or well-being of the citizens who sustain themselves from these means. 
Then probably the education system, in this way future generations will be more             
interested in seeking and contributing more ideas and solutions that benefit the            
implementation of sustainable elements in society.  
 
Next, write a letter to your elected officials urging them to enact a climate 
action plan. Tell them why we need a Green New Deal (or equivalent) now and 
highlight its importance to you and which areas of focus resonate most and 
why. 
 
To: Luis Miguel Gerónimo Barbosa Huerta and members of the political party            
MORENA 
 
Taquitos con guacamole team 5 communicates the following: 
 
We are a group of young students wrote to you concerning about the implementation              
of a climate action plan to be carried out as soon as possible, it is important to take                  
action NOW, since climate change and global warming are factors that have            
increased considerably due to the last years, factors that affect not only the             
environment, but also affect people’s health and quality of life. Adding to the above,              
this generates a total lack of control over the Knowledge of the next natural disasters               
that could be generated, endangering the lives of millions. 
 
For all this we want to highlight the importance of carrying out the PACMUN plan in                
the best way and above all supporting the detection of vulnerability, risks and             
adaptation measures, so that based on this, actions are carried out that implement             
the use of sustainable materials as soon as possible. 
 
Hopefully you get this and take action against this big problem that affects and will               
completely affect our lives if we don’t do something. 
 
 
Post a PDF, screenshot, graphical representation or snippet from your letter 
on Instagram with a brief caption. Tag the elected officials to which it is 
addressed, as well as @TurningGreenOrg and #PGC2020. If you reference the 
Green New Deal, tag @AOC and @EdMarkey with #GreenNewDeal too! 

Instagram:https://www.instagram.com/taquitosconguacamole/ 

 

https://www.instagram.com/taquitosconguacamole/



